This study examines the affirmatives yes, yea and ay in Early Modern English, more specifically in the period 1560 to 1760. Affirmatives have an obvious role as responses to yes/no questions in dialogues, and so this study demanded the kind of dialogical material provided by the Corpus of English Dialogues 1560-1760. I examine the meanings and contexts of usage of each affirmative: their distribution across time and text-types, their collocates and their occurrence after positive and negative questions. The results challenge a number of issues and claims in the literature, including when the "Germanic pattern" (involving yes and yea after positive or negative questions) dissolved, whether yea or ay were dialectal, and the timing of the rise of ay and the fall of yea.
Introduction
In present-day English, the item yes is considered to be a "response form", and is strongly associated with yes/no questions (Biber et al. 1999 (Biber et al. : 1089 (Biber et al. -1090 . Historically, this was broadly true for earlier stages of the English language (e.g., Wallage and van der Wurff 2013) . Its exploration therefore requires dialogical material. A Corpus of English Dialogues 1560-1760 (CED) offers an ideal and unique opportunity to establish its usage in the latter part of the early modern period. Then, yes was jostling for pragmatic space with two other forms: yea, a form that dates from the earliest stages of English, and ay, a form that, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, first appeared in the late-sixteenth century. An important pattern of usage to consider -the so-called "Germanic pattern" -is one that was well-established in Old English (OE), namely, that yea was used as a positive response to positive questions, whereas yes was used as a positive response to negative ones.
1. The oldest proposal, put forward by the early English etymological pioneers such as Partridge, Skeat and Wyld, is that OE gyse is a coalesced form of gea swa, where swa has the sense of 'so' . Thus, gea swa means 'yea, (it is) so' . This seems to parallel Romance si and its derivation from Latin sic est. However, there are clear problems, as noted by Wallage and van der Wurff (2013: 193-195) . One is that swa is not used on its own in OE to signal affirmation, which is frequently the case with gyse. Another is that swa does not predominantly occur in clause-initial position, unlike gyse. And finally, the phonology does not work. Attested forms of gyse (i.e., gese, gyse, gys, gise and ise) suggest a vowel affected by the conditions of i-mutation. But swa does not contain those conditions: it has no /i/ or /j/. 2. The Oxford English Dictionary suggests the following explanation in its entry for yes: OE gyse is taken to be a coalesced form of gea sie, where sie is the third-person singular present-tense subjunctive of beon ('to be'). It has the sense of 'yea, be it' , 'yea, let it be!' , and so on. The possible phonological development into yes is seductively easy to see. However, there are problems with this account, as Wallage and van der Wurff (2013: 196-197) observe. Firstly, it is strange to have a subjunctive in an affirmative reply. Secondly, it captures a very narrow slice of the meanings expressed by OE gyse. It fits cases where someone endorses an utterance asking about a course of action or state of affairs, but not the many other cases affirming an opinion that has been expressed (which would be incompatible with third person sie) or a past or future state of affairs. Thirdly, there is very little evidence that sie was normally used as (part of) a response to a yes/no question -a key contextual environment throughout the history of yes.
3. The final proposal comes from Wallage and van der Wurff (2013) . Their idea is that OE gyse derives from gea (hit) is swa, which has the sense of 'yea, (it) is so' . Crucial to this proposal is the argument that hit could be left unexpressed. Wallage and van der Wurff (2013: 200-202) cite evidence that referential subjects could remain unexpressed, especially when the antecedent is in the preceding clause -the very context of gea (hit) is swa used as a response item. 1 With the reduction to gea is swa, regular phonological processes produce the form gyse. Syntactically, it originates as a short clause preceded by a polarity marker, and then routinizes and coalesces (univerbates) into gyse. Pragmatically, this account also helps to explain why gyse for many years tended to occur after negative questions. Gea (hit) is swa resolves the pragmatic ambiguity inherent in negative questions by confirming the implied belief that something is the case and blocking the copying of the literal proposition. I will illustrate and elaborate on this post-question pattern in the next section.
The etymology of ay should also be mentioned. Ay seems to have received, at best, passing treatment from scholars. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online) suggests the following in the entry for "aye | ay, int. (and adv.) and n. ": Appears suddenly about 1575, and is exceedingly common about 1600; origin unknown. The suggestion that it is the same as ay adv. 'ever, always, ' seems set aside by the fact that it was at first always written I, a spelling never found with ay adv. But it may have been a dialect form of that word, from some dialect in which it had passed through the senses of always, in all cases, to by all means, certainly, yes (compare aye but, in sense A. 2b; and the history of algate adv.), and so have been taken in literary English for a different word.
Some of these claims about ay will be examined in our analyses.
Responses to questions: Yes and yea and the Germanic pattern
To raise pertinent historical issues, let us start with a present-day example, reconstructed from memory (the key feature(s) in examples are in boldface):
Jonathan's response is unhelpful because of its ambiguity. There are two possible meanings: Henceforth, this pattern of usage will be referred to as the "Germanic pattern". Thinking about Example (1), it is most likely that Jonathan, had he been transported back in time, would have replied with gyse, given that a negative question had been asked. In doing so, he would have achieved a positive-polarity response, or, in other words, the second meaning confirming the implicature that he did take the costume out of the washing machine. Unlike gea, gyse targets the implicature. The reason it does this relates to the derivation from gea is swa, as argued by Wallage and van der Wurff (2013) (see Section 2.1). Gea alone allows the affirmation of the proposition copied (and subsequently ellipted) from the question along with its negative polarity, in other words, "yes (I didn't take your costume out of the washing machine]". But gea followed by the full clause is swa (i.e., the suggested etymology of gyse) would block any simple copying operation (Wallage and van der Wurff 2013: 208) , leaving it unambiguously to target the implicature. Wallage and van der Wurff (2013: 208) also note that in present-day English blocking operations, such as that achieved by gea is swa, are more often carried out by spelling out the subject and auxiliary of the clause (e.g., "Didn't you take my costume out of the washing machine?" / "Yes, I did"). I will briefly return to such responses in the following section.
The situation in EModE
Aside from Wikberg's (1975) study of yes-no questions and answers in Shakespeare's plays, and Archer's (2005) study of questions and answers in the courtroom (the data for which is drawn from the CED), research on the questionanswer system is thin. Moreover, even those two studies have little to say specifically about the affirmatives yes, yea and ay. We are limited to a handful of papers, passing comments in related works, and dictionary or grammar entries. Nevertheless, a tentative descriptive picture does emerge, and one for which the details can be substantiated or refuted in the forthcoming analyses. Wikberg (1975: 208) The major difference between the OE answering system and today's is precisely the presence of the Germanic pattern of yes/yea usage, as discussed in Section 2.2. The question then is, when did it disappear?
The following statements summarize claims about affirmatives in EModE:
-The Germanic pattern can be detected in EModE (Salmon 1965: 133 ).
-The Germanic pattern breaks down around 1600, with yes taking over all functions (Crystal and Crystal 2002 : 373) -Yea is relegated to emphatic usage and regional dialect (Crystal and Crystal 2002: 373) -Ay "appears suddenly about 1575, and is exceedingly common about 1600", and is "perhaps a dialect form" (OED). -Ay comes to follow the same kind of usage patterns as yea (Salmon 1965: 133) -Ay encroaches on yes, maybe distorting its pattern of usage (Blake 2002: 161) Why might changes, particularly regarding the Germanic pattern, have taken place? Vennemann (2009) proposes that it might have been partly a consequence of contact with Insular Celtic. The background to this idea was very briefly mentioned at the end of the previous section -namely, that answers today often consist of spelling out the subject and auxiliary of the clause. Example (2) reworks Example (1) to illustrate the point.
(2) Emily: Didn't you take my costume out of the washing machine?
Jonathan: (Yes) I did / (No) I didn't.
Emily: Ok.
As Vennemann (2009) notes, often the answer to a yes/no question in present-day English is not a simple yes or no, but yes or no along with a subject and auxiliary or modal verb, or even just the subject and auxiliary or modal verb. Vennemann (2009: 310-313 ) compares responses to yes/no questions in the context of English and German wedding ceremonies. In English wedding ceremonies, questions such as "Will you have this man to be your husband?" receive I will, or "Do you take this man to be your husband?" receive I do. The equivalent questions in German wedding ceremonies receive Ja. English, then, is prioritising what Filppula (1999) refers to as "modal only" types of response. This was not the case in OE. Where, then, does this modal response come from? Vennemann (2009) notes that Irish has no exact equivalent of yes or no, and that, similarly, Welsh favours modal only responses. His argument is that Anglo-Saxon contact with the Celtic language, Brythonic, resulted in this English habit of answering, a habit which worked its way up the social ladder into educated discourse between the time of Chaucer and Shakespeare. Vennemann's (2009) argument, of course, is part of the "Celtic Hypothesis", the idea that the Celtic languages had a significant effect on the development of English (Filppula and Klemola [eds] 2009; see also the overview in Hickey 2012). The relevant point for this article is that the neat Germanic answering system was possibly destabilized by Celtic influence.
Spelling variants
The first step in this study was to retrieve all variants for yes, yea and ay given in the Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online) for the period covered by the CED. These were pooled with various other plausible spelling variants (e.g., ye and a). Each variant was searched for in the CED using CQPweb. The results are given in Table 1 . I as a spelling variant of ay presented a search challenge, for the obvious reason that it has the same form as the first-person pronoun. However, a particular context of occurrence was identified: I always occurs after a major syntactic division indicated by a punctuation mark, either a full-stop or colon, and is followed by a clause to which it is loosely related, the relationship being marked by a comma. Thus, retrieval of instances was made possible through the following regular expression: "( \. | \: ) I \, ". Henceforth, in this paper the variants ay, aye and I will be referred to collectively by ay in small capitals.
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Before leaving this section, we should recollect the argument made in the OED about the etymology of ay: "The suggestion that it is the same as ay adv. 'ever, always, ' seems set aside by the fact that it was at first always written I, a spelling never found with ay adv.". It seems to be true that ay(e) as an adverb meaning 'ever, always' was always written thus; I failed to find contrary evidence in either the CED or the broader Early English Books Online (EEBO-TCP). Still, the OED's argument is weak, since from the beginning ay as an affirmative could be written either ay(e) or I. The earliest instances in the CED occur in John Lyly's Alexander, dating from 1584, where it is spelt both I and ay. The implication of this is that there is nothing blocking its pragmatic development from the meaning of the adverb ay(e) in a straightforward fashion through the strengthening of implicatures. In fact, the OED alludes to the possible path of development, passing "through the senses of always, in all cases, to by all means, certainly, yes" (OED). Figure 1 displays the density of instances of yes, yea and ay in the CED over the period 1560 to 1760. Figure 1 displays strikingly the dominance of yes, which steadily increases in density over the period 1560 to 1760. There are two possible reasons for this. One is that the usage of yea was equally steadily declining, and yes increased in frequency to fill the space it left. This decline is consistent with the idea that yea was being "relegated to emphatic usage and regional dialect" (Crystal and Crystal 2002: 373) , though later we will scrutinise the specific claims about emphatic usage and regional dialect. The other is that the increase in yes was being driven by a general change in dialogical genres of the type included in the CED -they were becoming more colloquial and dialogical (e.g., Culpeper and Kytö 2000) . This factor would in principle affect all affirmatives. But as we see, that is not evident with yea. Still, it is entirely plausible that the massive reduction in yea could not be off-set by a general increase in affirmatives. ay does not appear to follow the development of yea, despite Salmon's (1965: 133) claim that it does. Instead, it exhibits an increase in density of occurrence, especially from the mid-seventeenth century onwards, albeit with an indication that it may have reached a plateau in the eighteenth century. This increase would be consistent with Blake's (2002: 161) claim that ay encroaches on yes. However, the distribution of combined ay is not consistent with the OED's claim that it "appears suddenly about 1575, and is exceedingly common about 1600". Figure 1 suggests that it was least common around 1600, expanding thereafter. One possible explanation is that the OED editors merely formed an impression of the word's commonality around 1600, and this was driven by the salience of one of its variants, namely, I. Furthermore, it is worth bearing in mind that although the OED might be said to be based on a corpus of quotations, "it would be a mistake to regard them as a reasonably balanced representation of the English language" (Hoffmann 2004: 21) . As Figure 2 shows, affirmative I does indeed have its heyday around 1600. As a spelling variant, it should be noted that it was not particularly frequent, which is why its frequency early in the seventeenth century does not reveal itself in the combined results for ay, aye and I in Figure 1 . The salience of this variant is probably due to three facts. One is that it reaches its peak in frequency very shortly after it originated; in other words, it made a relatively dramatic entry. The OED claims that it appears about 1575. No occurrences in the CED appear before that date. Another is that for the first two periods it is the dominant ay variant. For example, twenty-eight of the total thirty ay variants for 1600 to 1639 are I. The final fact is that the variant was used with particular frequency in Shakespeare's First Folio, with all the prestige and fame that that volume brings with it. As Hoffmann (2004: 21) notes, "Shakespeare's works contribute almost 33,000 quotations to the first edition of the OED", and the largest body of Shakespeare's works used by the OED team was the First Folio. I is used 302 times in the First Folio with a relative frequency of 278.92. That is highly dense, especially when one compares with the highest numbers for a period in the CED: the second period (1600 to 1639), where it occurs twenty-eight times with a relative frequency of 112.03. Perhaps one explanation for its usage was that it took little space. If a compositor, as often happened in the First Folio, found that his calculations for laying out the text across a certain number of leaves of paper turned out to be slightly incorrect, there may well have been a strong need to save space (see Blayney 1991 , for further detail on the First Folio and its construction). All affirmative types are represented in all text-types, except in witness depositions, where the ay group does not occur. Nothing can be concluded from this particular absence, because, generally, witness depositions attract only few affirmatives. This is not surprising, since witness depositions are third-person narratives, often witness statements, and are thus less amenable to the dialogical exchanges where affirmatives thrive. Prose fiction is constituted by third-person narration, and likewise affirmatives are rare here, though they occur somewhat more frequently than in witness depositions -probably because prose fiction sometimes deploys direct speech report to animate and dramatise character interaction. All instances of affirmatives in prose fiction occur in the context of direct speech report, typically following a yes/no question where they initiate a response, as illustrated in Example (3).
Global contexts: Time and text-types

Distribution over time
Distribution over text-type
(3) But heare you Gossip, shall I bee so bold to aske you one question more? Yes, withall my heart quoth shee. I heard say that your husband would now put you in your hood, and silke gowne, I pray you is it true? Yes in truth, quoth Trial proceedings are striking for the density with which yes occurs. In large part this is due to the question-answer sequences constituting cross-examination, as in Example (4). The remaining genres, comedies and handbooks, although dominated by yes, contain reasonable quantities of the other variants. The presence of these quantities of affirmatives in comedies is not surprising, given the dialogical nature of the text-type. Culpeper and Kytö (2000: 186) , examining the occurrence of interactive linguistic features in the text-types of the CED, concluded that "there is a strong case for claiming drama to be closest to 'real' spoken interaction". Drama comedy is the only text-type in which ay appears with any frequency, something which perhaps hints at its colloquial flavour. It is quite striking, however, that the ay group is only just behind yes. This is consistent with Blake's (2002: 161) remark that ay encroaches on yes. Incidentally, there is no evidence in any of the texttypes that the ay variants are socially restricted or considered to be a marker of regional dialect. They are used by characters or people of varying ranks, and in formal contexts as well as informal ones. This contradicts the OED's suggestion that ay might have developed as a dialectal form.
Turning to handbooks, the reason for the fairly dense occurrence of affirmatives is likely to be the scholastic model for didactic instruction: the use of question-and-answer sequences between a notional teacher and pupil, by means of which others can learn (see Culpeper and Kytö 2010: 42 , for discussion of this model). What is surprising is the distinctively high density with which yea occurs, and especially in English language teaching (ELT) texts. In ELT texts, yea occurs with a density of 773.40 (per million words), whereas for other didactic works it is 349.38. Almost all of these ELT texts were written for the instruction of French refugees and immigrants. Recollect that yea is the variant Crystal and Crystal (2002: 373) claim to be "relegated to emphatic usage and regional dialect" in Shakespeare's time. It seems highly unlikely that ELT books would select a regional dialect variant for their learners to emulate. This may be evidence that yea was not considered to be dialectal at the time. However, evidence from the CED covers a 200-year period, whilst Crystal and Crystal's statement pertains to Shakespeare's period (very approximately a decade either side of 1600). Consequently, we need to ascertain whether the ELT data relate to the two CED periods, 1560 to 1599 and 1600 to 1639, which overlap with Shakespeare. Of the total of seventy-one instances in the entire CED, forty-three occur in the period 1560 to 1599, and the remaining twenty-eight occur in the following period, 1600 to 1639. Whilst some caution is necessary when interpreting these figures, as the material for handbooks is not evenly dispersed over time, the conclusion is still valid: ELT books from Shakespeare's time were using yea as the model for their learners. One might argue that the authors of these books were generally not native speakers of English. Even so, minimally, one can still conclude that yea was not well-known as a regional dialectal variant. Part of the problem in discussing all this concerns what exactly is meant by "regional dialect". It is plausible that yea reflects the dialect not of a region as such but of middle-ranking city dwellers. These handbooks have dialogues set in London, and are populated by broadly middle-ranking folk, from schoolteachers to pub landlords. Furthermore, this is perfectly in tune with their readership. They were not pitched at the nobility or the lower ranks, but the middle-ranking immigrants who had to make their way in the city.
Local contexts: Collocations and preceding questions
The collocations of yes, yea and ay
Using CQPweb, I identified the collocates of yes, yea and ay. I searched only within the text-type of comedy plays, partly because they contain good numbers of all three items (see Figure 3) , but also because it is a text-type that is not restricted to a formalised speech event, as one might get in a trial proceeding. The statistic used was Dice coefficient, "a measure whose results reflect a combination of significance (amount of evidence) and effect size (strength of connection), producing a compromise ranking relative to single statistics" (CQPweb note). To discourage localised results, I set the minimum frequency of both the target item and its collocate at ten. The results are reported in Tables 2 to 7 . Results are ordered according to the Dice coefficient value; only the top five are given.
3 There are two tables for each of the three target items, one concerning collocates to the left of the item within a 5-word window, and one concerning collocates to the right within a 5-word window. For each collocate in the tables, I include a brief example. Due to space constraints, original lineation is not followed; run-on is used instead. To enhance legibility, I have italicised character labels, and emboldened the example collocate.
Tables 2 and 3 display the collocates for yes. Both Tables 2 and 3 have the same collocate in top position: yes. This simply reflects the fact that yes has a tendency to reduplicate, something which is typically, as the example illustrates, accompanied by exclamation marks, and expresses an effusive affirmative response. This effusiveness is also apparent in the fact that O in Table 2 is also a collocate, partly acting to strengthen yes, but also perhaps lending a note of satisfaction. In Table 2 , punctuation marks appear as collocates. The question mark and exclamation mark indicate a major preceding syntactic break, reflecting the fact that yes typically occurs at the beginning of a new conversational turn. The appearance of a full-stop as a collocate is not of much interest, because it simply reflects the preceding abbreviated character label, though, of course, it too indicates the turn initial positioning of yes. Regarding Table 3 , both Madam and Sir suggest a politeness routine associated with giving responses. More specifically, these collocates are frequently used by servants and characters of lower ranks talking to those of higher ranks. The comma and semi-colon provide evidence of the fact that yes tends to have a loose association with the following material, as the examples illustrate. Tables 4 and 5 display the collocates for yea. The collocates to the left, as displayed in Table 4 , contain two punctuation marks that also appear in Table 2 , the parallel table for yes: the question mark and the full-stop. Like yes, yea often appears at the beginning of a turn, where it acts as an affirmative response to the previous utterance. However, the presence of two other punctuation marks, the colon and the comma, suggest that it has some usages that are unlike yes. As the examples for those punctuation marks illustrate, it often occurs mid-turn. Here, one of yea's functions, as clearly illustrated in the example for the comma, is to act as a qualifier, adding extra information to develop a more precise version of something that has just been said. Table 5 , which shows collocates to the right of yea, exhibits some similarities with the parallel table for yes (namely, Table 3 ). There we also find a comma as a collocate. The other punctuation mark here in Table 5 , the full-stop, does not appear in Table 3 for yes, but there is some overlap with the semi-colon that one finds there, remembering, of course, that the notion of a sentence was not as clearly defined as it is today, and the semi-colon played 
* Remember that the frequencies of yea are relatively low. This is also why there are only four collocate entries in Table 4 ; the collocate in fifth position failed to occur above the pre-defined minimum of ten. 
a rather more active role in marking major syntactic boundaries (see the brief discussion of the sentence in Culpeper and Kytö 2010, especially page 168 and the references mentioned therein). The other items in Table 5 differ from the collocates for yes. But appears in top position. It combines with yea to indicate agreement with an utterance but also a qualification. The presence of I seems to suggest a characteristic function of yea, that is, affirmation followed by some kind of amplifying personal statement. Finally, and probably made it into the list of significant collocates because of its use in the expression "by yea and nay", but also because of its role as an amplifier, as in for example "but the linings be very foule and sweatie, yea and perhaps lowsie" (D1CCHAPM). Tables 6 and 7 display the collocates for ay. Regarding collocates to the left of ay, as displayed in Table 6 , what is striking is their similarity to those of yes, displayed in Table 7 . As with yes, a reduplicative form is in top position, and then we also see an exclamation mark, full-stop and question mark. Only the final collocate differs, though we should note that it has the lowest frequency of all. These results do not support Salmon's (1965: 133) claim that ay falls in line with yea; instead, they suggest more of an affinity with yes. However, the collocates to the right of ay, as displayed in Table 7 , do not entirely strengthen this affinity. Obviously, we find the counterpart of the reduplicative form ay. We see a comma with an identical function to yes. There is an exclamation mark, a common feature of reduplicative affirmatives, including those involving yes (though not actually listed as a collocate of yes in Table 2 , the exclamation mark did feature in a large number of the reduplicative examples). Where the collocates of ay depart from yes is with the appearance of but and come. But, it may be remembered, was recorded as a collocate to the right of yea. Come, although unique as a collocate of ay, is more in tune with the collocates of yea, which sometimes include a sense of qualification, than those of yes. Here, then, to the right of ay, there is some evidence for Salmon's (1965: 133) claim that ay falls in line with yea. Overall, ay seems to be something of a mix between yes and yea in terms of collocates.
Preceding questions
In order to establish whether the Germanic question-affirmative pattern was alive and well during the period of the CED, I took 100 randomized instances of yes and the same for the ay group, and all sixty-two instances of yea. I then considered (a) how many were preceded by questions, and (b) how many were preceded by negative questions. The results are displayed in Table 8 . After negative questions 9 (9)
After an utterance which is not a question 53 (53) 58 (36) 79 (79) It is clear from the frequencies displayed in Table 8 that affirmatives quite often perform other functions aside from responding to questions; over half of all forms appear in contexts other than following questions. This is a particularly distinctive feature of the ay forms, 79 percent of which do not follow questions (compared with 58 percent for yea and 53 percent for yes). This result is consistent with what was found in the collocation analysis, where ay seemed to resemble yea in nonresponse functions. Here, it is clear that, whilst ay resembles yea in non-response functions, it is unlike yea in performing those functions more frequently. Note also that ay's pattern of usage would not support Blake's (2002: 161) claim that ay encroaches on yes, possibly distorting its pattern of usage. ay appears after a question less than half as often as yes does (21 percent versus 47 percent), and these cases are quite evenly spread over the period. Regarding negative questions preceding affirmatives, the frequencies are somewhat hampered by the fact that negative questions themselves are fairly rare. However, it is noteworthy that we never get yea after a negative question, but mostly yes and occasionally ay. This is consistent with the Germanic pattern, which would predict the use of yes, not yea after a negative question. In this respect, Salmon's (1965: 133) claim that the Germanic pattern still existed, specifically in Shakespeare's time, is supported. There is no evidence for Crystal and Crystal's (2002: 373) claim that the Germanic pattern breaks down around 1600, with yes taking over all functions. In the material of this study, whilst yes does appear after both positive and negative questions rather than just negative ones, yea never deviates from the Germanic pattern, always occurring after a positive question. However, it is in the period 1600 to 1639 that yes overtakes yea in terms of frequency (see Figure 1) . By the period 1640 to 1679, a mere nineteen instances of yea occur and none at all in later periods (see Figure 1) . As yea disappeared from mainstream discourse, it seems that yes strengthened its role as an allpurpose affirmative response token, filling the space that yea after positive questions left behind.
Conclusions
In the early modern period under scrutiny, 1560 to 1760, yes was generally the dominant affirmative. However, in the first CED period, 1560 to 1599, yea was in ascendance. Thereafter, the relative frequency of yes rapidly increases until 1760, probably fuelled by the space left by the recessive yea, but possibly also by the fact that the CED text types are generally drifting towards a more conversational style. The collocates of yes confirm its status as a turn-initial response marker engaging the previous utterance, commonly a question. Yes has a loose relationship with the material that follows it. Sometimes it is combined with Sir or Madam, suggesting a polite routine associated with giving responses. Various "strengthening" devices are used in relation to yes. Yes can reduplicate, occur with exclamation marks or with a preceding O. Of all affirmatives, yes occurs most frequently after questions; however, even so, 53 percent of occurrences appear after utterances other than questions. Yes is also distinctive because it occurs most frequently, relative to the other affirmatives, after negative questions.
Yea collapses in frequency in the period 1560 to 1640. It has a sprinkling of occurrences in all text-types, but it is particularly frequent in Handbooks, especially English language teaching handbooks. This seems to counter the idea that yea had been relegated to "regional dialect" (Crystal and Crystal 2002: 373) . I suggested that yea reflects the language of middle-ranking city dwellers, given both the kinds of middle-ranking characters in the ELT dialogues and the fact that the target audience for these handbooks was middle-ranking immigrants. Regarding collocates, yea overlaps to an extent with yes: for example, it typically occurs after a question mark or full-stop, reflecting its frequent turn-initial position as a response. But there are notable differences too, particularly regarding what occurs to the right of yea. But is the strongest collocate, indicating in combination with yea not only agreement with the previous utterance but also a qualification. Crystal and Crystal (2002: 373) state that yea is "relegated to emphatic usage". However, there is no sense in which yea is "relegated" to emphatic functions, and in any case one could always point to the fact that this kind of function is even clearer in the case of yes, yet there is no claim that yes is thus relegated. Regarding its occurrence after questions, whilst yea is fairly similar to yes following positive questions, it is clearly distinguished from yes by the fact that it does not occur after negative questions.
The OED's argument that the development of affirmative ay from the adverb ay(e) (meaning 'ever or always') is blocked because it was never spelt I is weak. The affirmative ay could be spelt the same way, ay(e) or I, from the beginning, and there is an entirely plausible path of pragmatic development connecting it to the adverb. ay increases in frequency during the seventeenth century, countering the OED's claim that ay was "exceedingly common around 1600". I suggested that the OED editors may have gained an erroneous impression of frequency in that period due to the salience of one of its variants, namely, I. ay does not completely fall into line with yea, as Salmon (1965: 133) argues. Instead, the usage of ay increases in the seventeenth century, while yea decreases, reaching a plateau in the eighteenth century. This increase is consistent with Blake's (2002: 161) claim that ay encroaches on yes, given that yes also increases. ay only appears in drama comedy with any frequency, and that might be evidence of a colloquial flavour. There, it occurs almost as frequently as yes, again something which is consistent with Blake's (2002: 161) claim. No evidence for the OED's suggestion that ay may have developed as a dialectal form could be found. Regarding collocates, there are some distinct similarities with those of yes. Again this supports Blake (2002: 161) , but not Salmon (1965: 133) . However, right-hand collocates, lending a qualifying note, do suggest some similarities with yea. The differences from yes are apparent in its use after questions. ay appears less than half as often after questions compared with yes. It has mid-turn functions affirming and qualifying what has been said, but not necessarily what was said in the shape of a question from the previous speaker.
Regarding the Germanic pattern, Salmon (1965: 133) is correct in saying that it can be detected in EModE. Contrary to Crystal and Crystal (2002: 373) , there is no evidence of a breakdown around 1600, certainly not a complete breakdown. Whilst yes by this time was clearly no longer restricted to following negative questions, yea never changed its role as an affirmative after a positive question even after that date. Over the first three quarters of the seventeenth century, however, the use of yea declined, and yes expanded its role as an affirmative response after a positive question. So, it is around the middle of the seventeenth-century that we can say the Germanic pattern finally disappeared.
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